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Matthew Allen successfully replicated a full clearing of his psoriasis during four separate

summers, over the past decade, going for complete doctor supervised treatments at the Dead

Sea in Israel. He offers many suggestions for diets and nutrition to support the healing of

psoriasis. Laughter, meditation and shared communications are all part of this treatment.He

shares his process with you in a step by step manner. In posts from Allen’s personal journal, he

reveals his firsthand experiences with many healing modalities and how they work together in

conjunction with the Dead Sea’s salty water and sun rays to heal psoriasis from the inside

out.Allen recommends an extended stay at the Dead Sea, the lowest point on Earth, where the

combination of super salty, mineral-rich water and intense sun create a unique healing

environment. He adds specific nutritional suggestions, lifestyle changes, stress reduction,

exercise, and meditation to the healing mix.This is a very personal, relatable story of a long-

term quest to treat psoriasis and enhance the quality of life.
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DISCLAIMERNo part of this book is intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any illness. Nothing in

the book is to be construed as medical advice; the author is not a doctor. Please discuss your

personal health, including any options or ideas you may read in the book with your personal,

qualified health practitioner before making changes to your diet or adjusting/discontinuing any

medication. The author is not responsible for any adverse outcomes associated with using or

misconstruing advice or information in the book.This book is based on the author’s personal

experiences as a psoriasis patient. He has no connection with the DMZ Medical Center -

Climatotherapy or the Lot Hotel in Ein Bokek, Israel, and received no compensation.

INTRODUCTIONThis book is a personal story of recovery and managing chronic psoriasis for

over 25 years of my life. It was written in three stages 2007, 2013 and finally 2017, spanning

ten years of travel to Israel, researching this project plus two and a half years of living in

Israel…experiencing firsthand the healing powers of the Dead Sea. I have come to believe this

ancient basin of hot mineral waters in Israel, deep below sea level, is one of the most

mysterious and healing spots on Earth.It’s a saga of rejuvenation and rejoicing following over

ten years of individualized experimentation with psoriasis treatment in a clinical spa at the

lowest point on the Earth, the basin Israeli people often call the “Great Salty Sea.” In Hebrew it

translates to Yam Hamelach. While it appears to be a rather lifeless desert region, the Dead

Sea is very alive.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON THE REGIONA little historical orientation of the area is

required. Below on the left image is an aerial shot taken in 1970 showing how much water was

present compared to a more recent photo in 2013. A dam was placed above the Jordan River,

the tributary to this historical wonder. Its purpose was for agricultural irrigation by Israel and

Jordan, however, it has created a great controversy in both countries since Israel became a

world leader in water desalination. There actually is no further need to dam the Jordan River

above the Dead Sea for fresh water. Israel can irrigate at will from any water source. The other

major reason for concern and controversy is that the Dead Sea waters have been receding so

much that land is caving in around the Dead Sea causing sinkholes which damage local nature

sites, animal life and the nearby hotel/spa industries.The major change from this initial photo

on the left to the one on its right (taken 33 years later) demonstrates the disappearance of part

of the lower sea region—stemming from a significant decline in the amount of water reaching it

via tributaries, as mentioned.The sea level is dropping by about one meter per year, exposing

large areas of soft earth to deep and dangerous hidden caverns called sinkholes. In 1970, the

level of the Dead Sea was measured at 395 meters below sea level. By 2013 this level sunk

another 32 meters to an astonishing 427 meters below sea level (which is a dangerous drop of

197 feet in water levels since 1970).Some of the surrounding landscape was affected by

digging and quarrying by the Dead Sea Works Company for salts and minerals. In addition



major cosmetics are mined and sold by regional companies.(SourceMany people think of the

Dead Sea as being lifeless, and how could life exist in this hot, dense, mineral body of water

whose average temperature is a scorching 75-90 degrees Fahrenheit?© Efesenko / Adobe

StockIn reality, both microbial creatures and even small fish have been discovered by scientists

deep in its undercurrent streams. Also, consider the constantly growing salt mineral crystals

everywhere in and out of the water. Do they grow and live?This is a real myth-buster since so

many people say there can be no life at the Dead Sea. But, for people who have stayed there

more than a day or two, we all know the Dead Sea is “beaming with vitality!”Perhaps, original

map makers took their cue from stories told by early Roman conquerors of the Holy Land. We

know that Caesar himself left his mark on the shores of Israel because we find ancient

aqueduct and Colosseum ruins of his culture in the city of Caesarea on the Israeli

Mediterranean Sea. Ironically, in writing this journal, I saw ruins of Caesarea while on a train

making all coastal stops from Haifa to Tel Aviv. Caesar’s loyal subject, King Herod had his

architects build these amazing structures. Herod also erected the magnificent fortress known

as Masada, which was one of Herod’s royal palaces high on a mountaintop overlooking the

Dead Sea. Here a band of Jewish zealots perished because they resisted conquest by these

Roman Legions. The Romans had already destroyed Jerusalem killing thousands and these

were the last rebels remaining. Masada is an amazing story of holding out for life under

unbearable circumstances. In our history, Jewish stories tell us that rather than giving up to the

Romans, the Jews committed mass suicide.During the same period of this conquest, stories

have been passed down that one of Caesar’s soldiers may have drunk from these poisoned

mineral waters and died shortly after. Perhaps this is why it’s now called the Dead

Sea.Thousands of years ago Cleopatra laid claim to the curative powers of this amazing water

and its soothing minerals as promoting great health and longevity to those who happened upon

it, bathed and took in the glorious sun rays.© Elena Brodetskaya / Adobe StockToday, and for

more than 60 years, many Westerners and Europeans have traveled at great expense to Dead

Sea hotels and clinics to heal with these salty and mineral-rich waters plus its unique safe UVB

rays of sunlight. In the last ten years, I stayed there multiple times for entire summers. And, I

have experienced that the Dead Sea is very much alive. It breathes and brings forth

revitalization to all who come and bathe in its amazing waters while tanning in those special

sunrays. While a short vacation at the Dead Sea is wonderful…for skin, joint, and other acute

treatments a three to four-week stay is necessary.Now that you see the Dead Sea is alive,

here’s my personal storyAs a victim of psoriasis, I’ve had major relief and recovery after

repeatedly going to this special place—having had chronic psoriasis on 80% of my skin from

head-to-toe for over 25 years. Sometimes it’s better, sometimes worse, but on the shores of the

Dead Sea, Israel’s eighth wonder of the world, my red and flaky skin “magically” melts away!
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Benjamin H. Katz, “Get help for your psoriasis!. This is an amazing book for anyone suffering

from psoriasis a personal yet extremely useful book. I cannot even imaging how difficult it must

be to have to figure out the cause, and remedy for your own ailments, especially one as painful

and long lasting at this. This man has courage in spades, and you cannot help but be inspired

by his personal story. I get panicky when I have an itch for a few hours, but 27+ years with this

dreaded skin affliction?  Wow.”

The book by Matthew Allen has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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